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 Increasing age that helps everyone will lead to the elderly group being vulnerable 

to various activities because of the decline in physiological functions. On the 

other hand, the elderly have to be able to survive. In addition to the 

psychological aspects, aspects of muscle, cardiovascular, balance, and mobility 

are essential factors to support the body's work. Measurements in this study 

using Delphi Technique towards a psychological-based physical exercise 

education model to improve physical fitness. The majority of validity tests are 

more significant than critical 0.30, so the Delphi technique is valid. In the 

reliability test, the calculated values of Cronbach's Alpha were 0.889 and 0.741, 

indicating that various questions about the use of the Delphi technique were 

reliable or consistent. It can be concluded that applied Delphi Technique as a 

psychological-based physical exercise education model to improve physical 

fitness for the elderly stated valid and reliable.  
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Introduction 

 

The final development period in human life is the elderly. The development in question is psychological 

development. The end goal is to achieve integrity in a person. The 21st century is the age of the elderly (the era 

of population aging). All forms of changes experienced by the elderly are usually referred to as aging, and these 

changes will affect physical fitness and mental health, emphasizing more on psychological factors. The last 

development period in human life is in the old ages. Called development here does not mean development as 

experienced by adolescents. What is meant is psychological and social development. In this case, the 

development task in the elderly is the achievement of integrity in a person. It means that he managed to fulfill 

commitments in relations with himself and others, accepting the continuation of his age, accepting the 

limitations of his physical strength, maybe also accepting the illness he suffered. Instead, he can also accept 

other people's treatment of himself, reflecting his treatment of other people. If a person cannot achieve integrity, 

then he will experience discouragement. In addition, the task of developing the elderly is about moral 

commitment. The elderly should commit to feeling capable and have mastery of what they face. Finally, the 

three commitments mentioned above are good in the struggle for life physically, economically, and 
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psychologically. So it takes psychological abilities in the lives of the elderly to support a variety of skills in old 

age.  

 

In the life span, old age is marked by specific physical and psychological changes. As an effect of these 

changes, most elderly will become excellent and healthy individuals with all social adjustments. Physical aging 

usually precedes mental aging, although sometimes the opposite, especially when the individual begins to feel 

old and ignore the signs of physical aging, such as when the strength, speed, balance, and cardiovascular 

endurance begin to weaken because they do not consider those signs important. Individual attitudes are 

influenced by psychological factors such as individual personality traits, motivations, thoughts, feelings, 

experiences, knowledge, obstacles experienced in life, and other environmental influences. Psychology reveals 

that sensory, motor, and perception on processes influence thoughts, feelings, and behavior (Kiik et al., 2018). 

Psychological phenomena reflect a person's behavioral domain embodied in basic physical concepts and 

experiences that affect a particular individual or group's cognitive, emotional, and behavior (Elsegood & 

Wongpakaran, 2012). An elderly person who successfully fulfills commitments in relationships with himself 

and others accepts aging, accepts the limitations of his physical strength, may also accept the disease he suffers 

(Szarota & Mackowicz, 2015).  

 

On the other hand, the elderly can also receive any treatment of others, reflecting his treatment of others long 

ago. If a person cannot obtain integrity, then he will experience despair. While to overcome anxiety, the 

statement was obtained that there is a potential relationship to exercise as therapy for depression or anxiety. 

They are using physical activity to improve quality of life by strengthening self-esteem, improving mood, 

reducing anxiety, resisting stress, and improving sleep quality. So it is required for the elderly to involve 

physical activity in aspects of improving their lives.  

 

Elderly aged 50 - 65 years old (WHO, 2016) experience various kinds of decreased physiological function, 

including muscle function, cardiovascular. Muscle strength and power in performing isometric, concentric, and 

eccentric movements decreased since the age of 40 years, and a significant decrease occurred after the age of 

65-70 years old. Then the balance and mobility factors also decrease when they reach that age. Based on these 

considerations, various kinds of movements are needed following the elderly needs. It is certainly cannot be 

equated with the usual movements carried out by people who are productive in the golden age. Another aspect 

of elderly development is about moral commitment. Seniors should commit to feeling able and having mastery 

of what they face (Birren et al., 2006). Lastly, the three commitments are above both concerning fighting for life 

physically, economically, and psychologically. One of the solutions needed is to have psychological skills in 

elderly life to support various skills in old age. 

 

The elderly must have a passion for life. In a meta-analysis review, there is a link between psychological 

abilities and anxiety that envelops the minds of many elderly (Elsegood & Wongpakaran, 2012; Hassanijirdehi 

et al., 2015). Moreover, to overcome anxiety, it is stated that there is a potential link to exercise as a therapy of 

depression or anxiety, and the use of physical activity as an ingredient to improve quality of life (Hassanijirdehi 

et al., 2015) through strengthening self-esteem, improving mood, reducing anxiety, resistance to stress and 
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improving sleep quality (d’Arbeloff, 2020; Eckstrom et al., 2020; Hwang & Sim, 2020; Song et al., 2020; Yeh 

et al., 2020). So the elderly must involve physical activity in the aspect of improving their lives. 

 

By having a healthy body and mind, one can contribute to sports activities. Sports psychology contains 

dimensions of human action and behavior. The motor, cognitive, and affective components play a critical role in 

producing various movement patterns in sports activities, aiming to improve the state of a healthy body (Jehu et 

al., 2017; Odden et al., 2015; Rudd et al., 2020). Body and mind are a unity that cannot be separated. They have 

elements that influence each other. Preliminary and literature studies are carried out as a brief introduction to the 

product to be developed. It is done to collect findings in the field based on the need for information related to 

the product development that will plan.  

 

The first step in this development research is to find the root of the problem and discover the potential, 

strengths, and weaknesses of various psychological-based physical exercises in improving physical fitness for 

the elderly. Preliminary studies conducted include needs analysis, literature study, a literature study on physical 

exercise for the elderly carried out and developed in the community. In conducting a needs analysis, there are 

several criteria related to the urgency of product development, including the availability of competent human 

resources (according to their field). Developing physical exercise products for the elderly to improve 

psychological-based physical fitness should be based on the needs of the elderly. The fitness instructors should 

provide physical exercise models that are easy, fun, and can be done anywhere at any time and following the 

condition of the elderly in the community. 

 

Elderly, according to Indonesia Law No. 13 of 1998, explains that aged 60 years, on the other hand, the 

international world recognizes seniors aged about 50 - 65 years (WHO, 2016). At this age, the elderly 

experience a variety of decreased physiological functions, including muscle function, cardiovascular. Muscle 

strength and power in performing isometric, concentric, and eccentric movements decreased from 40 years, and 

significant decreases occurred after the age of 65-70 years (Porcari et al., 2015). The body's ability to balance 

and mobility also decreases when the elderly age (Messier et al., 1997; Porcari et al., 2015; Yamada & Demura, 

2009). For various kinds of physiological decline, it takes a variety of movements that suit the needs of the 

elderly.  

 

Indeed, they cannot equate it with the usual movements made by productive people in the golden age. The guide 

model of physical exercise based on psychological in improving physical fitness can motivate the elderly to do 

physical exercise independently or in groups. It makes the body healthier, not quickly tired, and aches in daily 

activities make feelings calmer, relaxed, and fresh. Communication and socialization with fellow elderly remain 

intertwined either do not feel lonely, have friends exchange stories and reduce anger and emotions more 

controlled.  

 

Several processes must be completed to get cooperative movement for the elderly. In the beginning, searching, 

finding, and implementing theoretically and empirically from previous studies to identify problems older adults 

face, including field study and need assessment. The next step was an early product of a training model for the 
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elderly, so the prototype research model was created at the beginning of the research flow. Therefore, validation 

from experts is required to know how effective the application of the Delphi Technique is in improving the 

physical fitness of the elderly. On the other hand, it can help the elderly be confident and perform various basic 

daily activities. 

 

Method 

 

This study uses mixed methods (Ary et al., 2010) to complement each other's qualitative and quantitative data 

obtained. Qualitative data is obtained through interviews with the elderly and quantifiable data through 

descriptive studies using questionnaires or "Movement Screening for the Elderly" instruments. Questionnaires 

are used to have any exercise movements appropriate for the elderly and are at less risk of injury or body 

imbalance that can lead to falls in the elderly. Questionnaires are distributed through expert validation in the 

academic field. Still, expert validation is required as a practitioner so that all the movements can be applied in 

daily physical activities for the elderly. There are two expert validation measurements in this Delphi Technique 

measurement through two stages, the first and the second stage. The first stage consists of 14 questions, and the 

second stage has as many as 18 questions. Data collection from expert validators is intended for validity in using 

Delphi techniques against psychological based physical exercise education models to improve physical fitness 

for the elderly. 

 

Data Processing 

 

This study aims to develop a psychological-based physical exercise education model to improve physical fitness 

for the elderly. The expert validation stage needs to be carried out to produce a feasible training model. There 

are several techniques used in the validation of an exercise model. This study uses the Delphi technique to 

validate the developed exercise model. Researchers make plans so that expert validation with the Delphi 

technique approach goes well.  The fitness and physical activity expert validation questionnaire carried out a 

reliability test. The number of questions was 14 items (n = 14), with a Cronbach's Alpha value of 0.761. 

Because the Cronbach's Alpha value is 0.761 > 0.60, it concludes that the questionnaire for the assessment of 

fitness and physical activity experts is consistent or reliable. As for the validity test using Pearson Correlation 

with r-table value = 0.532 (n = 14). The value of rtable determines whether or not the question is valid as the limit 

of numbers and the results of statistical calculations (rxy). Questionnaire data obtained is then analyzed using 

IBM Statistics 20 using validity test (Pearson Correlation) and reliability test (Cronbach's Alpha). After the 

calculation is completed, results are obtained to explain data from Delphi techniques against psychological 

based physical exercise education models to improve physical fitness for the elderly. 

 

Results 

 

Questions were made of 14 and 18 components in the first and second stages to determine if Delphi techniques 

against psychological-based physical exercise education models to improve physical fitness for the elderly. The 

existing data then conducted validity test experts in Table 1 and 2 to determine the suitability of techniques 
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against the training model. This validity test obtained data from 6 validators in the first stage and five validators 

in the second stage.  

 

Table 1. The First Stage of Delphi's Technique 

No rcount rtable 5% rcritical Criteria (rtable) Criteria (rcritical) 

1 0.937 0.576 0.3 Valid Valid 

2 0.937 0.576 0.3 Valid Valid 

3 0.555 0.576 0.3 Invalid Valid 

4 0.000 0.576 0.3 Invalid Invalid 

5 0.292 0.576 0.3 Invalid Valid 

6 0.754 0.576 0.3 Valid Valid 

7 0.390 0.576 0.3 Invalid Valid 

8 0.492 0.576 0.3 Invalid Valid 

9 0.555 0.576 0.3 Invalid Valid 

10 0.561 0.576 0.3 Invalid Valid 

11 0.682 0.576 0.3 Valid Valid 

12 0.623 0.576 0.3 Valid Valid 

13 0.813 0.576 0.3 Valid Valid 

14 0.368 0.576 0.3 Invalid Valid 

 

Table 2. The Second Stage of Delphi's Technique 

No rcount rtable 5% rcritical Criteria (rtable) Criteria (rcritical) 

1 0.238 0.497 0.3 Invalid  Invalid 

2 0.725 0.497 0.3 Valid Valid 

3 0.725 0.497 0.3 Valid Valid 

4 0.236 0.497 0.3 Invalid  Invalid 

5 0.725 0.497 0.3 Valid Valid 

6 0.236 0.497 0.3 Invalid  Invalid  

7 0.000 0.497 0.3 Invalid  Invalid  

8 0.000 0.497 0.3 Invalid  Invalid  

9 0.471 0.497 0.3 Invalid  Valid 

10 0.672 0.497 0.3 Valid Valid 

11 0.000 0.497 0.3 Invalid  Invalid  

12 0.264 0.497 0.3 Invalid  Invalid  

13 0.904 0.497 0.3 Valid Valid 

14 0.704 0.497 0.3 Valid Valid 

15 0.532 0.497 0.3 Valid Valid 

16 0.904 0.497 0.3 Valid Valid 

17 0.904 0.497 0.3 Valid Valid 

18 0.904 0.497 0.3 Valid Valid 
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Using the rtable of 5% significance, there are as many as six valid and eight invalid questions in the first stage, 

while in the second stage, there are 8 valid and invalid questions. Valid and invalid determination is determined 

by rtable with significance 5% using df (degree of freedom) = n-2, in the first stage, df = 12 and the second stage, 

df = 16. Although decision making in the correct item validity test total correlation at a significance of 5%, there 

is a provision that the lower limit of critical r 0.30. With the calculation result of 13 valid questions and 1 

invalid in the first stage, the second stage has as many as 11 valid questions and 7 invalids. It concludes that the 

most valid questions will be obtained, so Delphi's technique towards the Psychological Based Physical Exercise 

Model to Improve Physical Fitness for the Elderly is considered valid. 

 

Reliability Test 

 

This test is intended to determine the consistency in questioning Delphi techniques of psychological-based 

physical exercise education models to improve physical fitness for the elderly. The decision making in 

reliability test is as follows: 

1. If the value of Cronbach's Alpha is more than 0.60 then the questionnaire or questionnaire is reliable 

or consistent 

2. If Cronbach's Alpha value is less than 0.60, the questionnaire is not reliable or inconsistent. 

 

The first and second stage reliability test results are given in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. First and Second Stage Reliability Test 

Stage  Analysis Value 

First Stage   Cronbach's Alpha  .889 

Second Stage  Cronbach's Alpha  .741 

 

With Cronbach's Alpha values in the first and second stages, i.e. 0.889 > 0.60 and 0.741 > 0.60, it concludes that 

various questions regarding existing exercises are considered reliable or consistent. 

 

Discussion 

 

Physical activity has a vital role in preventing the decline of the body's ability in the elderly, maintaining bodily 

functions, reducing risk factors for disabilities, helping in checking for chronic pain such as heart disease, 

diabetes, arthritis, or some types of cancer and the development of quality of life (Cress et al., 2004; Moisescu, 

2014; Song et al., 2020). However, due to the massive risk of falls in the elderly (Yamada & Demura, 2009), it 

takes a lot of training movements suitable for the elderly to support all daily movement activities. The increase 

in age experienced by everyone will lead them to enter the elderly age group, making it difficult to do various 

activities due to a decrease in physiological function.  

 

In addition to the psychological aspects, the aspects of muscle ability, cardiovascular, balance, and mobility are 

essential factors to support the body's work and maintain the health of the elderly in general. The American 
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College of Sports Medicine and WHO recommends doing moderate-intensity physical exercise for more than 

150 minutes per week or actively doing 75 minutes of vigorous-intensity physical exercise per week (World 

Health Organization, 2020). Physical exercise has a vital role in preventing the decline of the body's abilities at a 

young age (Al-Khudairy et al., 2017; Mead et al., 2017; Mohammadi et al., 2019), maintaining body functions, 

reducing risk factors for disability, helping in checking chronic diseases such as heart disease, diabetes, arthritis, 

or some types of cancer, and improving quality of life. However, due to the high risk of falling in the elderly, 

many exercise movements are needed that are suitable for the elderly to support all daily movement activities. 

Some of the factors faced by the elderly that significantly affect mental health are as follows: (1) Decrease in 

Physical Condition; (2) Decreased Sexual Function and Potential; (3) Changes in Psychosocial Aspects; (4) 

Work-Related Changes; (5) Changes in Social Roles in Society; and (6) Decrease in Physical Condition.  

 

Increased age experienced by each person will end with the elderly age group, which is vulnerable to various 

activities due to physiological function decrease. Instead of socio-psychological aspects, muscular function, 

cardiovascular, balance, and mobility aspects are important factors that support our body's work. The habit of 

physical activity is carried out routinely three times a week. However, having limited space for activities and 

rarely using additional tools when physical activity, the elderly experience increased exercise load. Still, they 

feel muscle pain, stiffness, joint pain, pain when bending, aches, panting. Therefore, the elderly want to practice 

with slow movements, more fun, more elderly involved to communicate and fresher the mind. So far, the elderly 

think there is no model of physical exercise involving sociological and psychological aspects. Obstacles faced 

by the elderly include jumping, bending, lifting weights, and coordinating foot and hand movements 

simultaneously. 

 

Therefore, a questionnaire about the validity and reliability of the questionnaire on Delphi techniques for the 

elderly was conducted so that when the activity does not occur, malpractice can be dangerous, such as falls, 

injuries, and impropriety in moving. Accessible falls are closely related to body imbalance. The greater a 

person's weight, the worse his body balance ability (Gao et al., 2019). Physical exercise improves life quality 

through cardiovascular ability, balance, strength, flexibility, and good body composition (Birditt et al., 2014; 

Eckstrom et al., 2020; Klassen et al., 2017; Ribeiro et al., 2020). It is also used to strengthen self-esteem, 

improve mood, reduce anxiety, resist stress, and improve sleep quality. For these considerations, various kinds 

of movements are needed that suit the needs of the elderly (de Melker Worms et al., 2017). It cannot be equated 

with the usual movements for productive people. The elderly thought that there was no physical exercise model 

that involved psychological aspects.  

 

The obstacles faced by the elderly include jumping movements, bending movements, lifting weights, and 

coordinating foot and hand movements simultaneously. When the activities were given, there were no 

malpractices that could be dangerous, such as falls, injuries, and inability to move. Therefore, testing the 

validity and reliability of the exercise movement screening questionnaire for the elderly was carried out. From 

the results of the development of the movement draft, the movement model of physical exercise for the elderly 

to improve psychological-based physical fitness is obtained. Choosing the appropriate physical exercise for the 

elderly should be programmed (Kenney et al., 2015). The exercise should have to be adjusted its frequency, 
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intensity, type, and time (FITT). It should be done regularly three times/week, have low-moderate intensity, 

simple, easy movements, and especially a fun movement and can create a cheerful and happy atmosphere.  

 

Physical exercise that is usually done has not had a combination following the principles of exercise of 

Frequency, Intensity, time, and type recommended for the elderly (Porcari et al., 2015). So, there are special 

programs and techniques for instructors to help the elderly do physical activities. In addition to the 

unavailability of additional tools and facilities in physical exercise, there is still limited variation in movement 

during exercise. The elderly have difficulty participating in physical exercise programs. It is difficult for elderly 

gymnastics instructors to increase the intensity and burden of exercise for the elderly. No physical exercise 

model or mental health exercise emphasizes psychological factors that make the elderly excellent and healthy 

individuals with all social adjustments. There are still no special exercise programs for the elderly to improve 

physical fitness, valid, effective, and practical. 

 

Fitness components in training the elderly include aerobic ability, balance, endurance, strength, flexibility, and 

speed. Of course, when the instructor must supervise performing movements, they cannot do it alone due to the 

high risk of falls (Gao et al., 2019; Yamada & Demura, 2009). For example, the ability to balance will be 

reduced when weight gain. A study in Japan explained that in healthy elderly, a negative relationship would be 

obtained to fat and waist circumference  (Ito et al., 2019). In other words, the more fat deposits and the width of 

the waist environment will be positively correlated to the possible risk of falling elderly (Gao et al., 2019).  

 

Still, healthy elderly with normal fat and waist circumference conditions will minimize the risk of falling. The 

flexibility in moving for the elderly in physical activity is one of the supporting factors for motion progress. 

However, there is no denying that the elderly have difficulty in making some movements. This situation results 

in the practitioner choosing how to perform many repetitions, assisting in completing the movement, and 

making the movement more straightforward, followed by adding weights from one session to the next. During 

the interview, the elderly mentioned that as people try, they prefer to do exercises with easy-to-do movements 

coupled with the form of the game.  

 

Weight training performed by the elderly is very beneficial in maintaining muscle mass (Granic et al., 2019) and 

muscle strength  (Fisher et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2021). The purpose of strength training should be to pay 

attention to the specifics of choosing which muscles to focus on during exercise (Ribeiro et al., 2020). 

Recommendations for strength training for the elderly are still carried out twice a week, in addition to aerobic 

exercise with a frequency of three times a week (World Health Organization, 2020). Strength training can 

minimize the risk of falling in the elderly, and one simple form is walking (de Melker Worms et al., 2017; 

Sawada et al., 2017). Walking has been shown to help reduce the risk of falling and train the lower body 

muscles  (Gao et al., 2019). For the elderly who are used to going to the gym, very physically active parents will 

tolerate high-intensity weight training once or twice a week without reducing the essence of excitement 

(McArdle et al., 2018). The third form of exercise is balance. Balance training and strength training helps to 

minimize the risk of falling (Cress et al., 2004; Eckstrom et al., 2020; Seco et al., 2013).  
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Research clearly shows that physical activity has a significant contribution to the function of the central nervous 

system, including the elderly. Balance and strength are essential for the elderly above other bio-motor training 

goals (Porcari et al., 2015). Without these two things, parents experience deficiencies or difficulties in carrying 

out basic daily activities. Independence is lost, the level of self-confidence also decreases (Eckstrom et al., 

2020). As a solution, regular exercise should be done to help the nervous system work in the elderly to stay 

awake, such as streamlining movement and reaction time(Jehu et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2019). Studies show that 

the elderly who are trained have a faster reaction time than the elderly who are not trained and can continue to 

improve if they continue to be trained (Lin et al., 2019). 

 

In various previous studies, physical activity will provide health benefits for the elderly and maintain the 

function of the body independently (Cress et al., 2004; Dale et al., 2014; Evans & Grimby, 1995; Woodcock et 

al., 2011),  improve their quality of life (Cress et al., 2004), improve the stabilization of posture and road 

patterns in the elderly in reducing the incidence of frequent falls (Messier et al., 1997). In addition to the 

physical aspect, the elderly also need support from the socio-psychological aspect  (Kaufman & Wolff, 2010). 

With the social support of the surroundings, the elderly will have low blood pressure (Birditt et al., 2016), lower 

mortality rates (Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010), and improve cognitive function (Gow et al., 2013).  

 

Many practitioners argue that there has been no physical exercise that combines the socio-psychological aspect 

with physical activity. The models of physical exercise recommended by the instructors include low-intensity 

physical activity - being performed regularly three times a week, easy, fun, and straightforward movements, 

prioritizing balance and strength. Table 1 and 2 describe how the Delphi techniques are considered valid. Table 

3 describes the reliability of validation results that can be synthesized about the usefulness of techniques for 

which can be accounted. 

 

Conclusion  

 

The administration of the Delphi Technique against psychological-based physical exercise education models to 

improve physical fitness for the elderly is declared valid and reliable. Delphi Technique can be used for the 

development of training models for the elderly. We tried to summarize what forms of exercise can be helpful for 

the elderly. The facts show that long-term exercise consisting of weight training, balance, and functional 

training greatly benefits older people. We know that anyone is recommended to stretch after waking up and 

before going to bed for all ages. However, many do not realize the benefits of doing light movements that can be 

done anywhere, for example, on the bed when they wake up or before going to bed.  
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